
THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2JOSEPH AYOUBAbstrat. For a �eld k and an integer n ∈ {0, 1, 2}, we onstrut a t-struture(
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) on Voevodsky's triangulated ategory of motives DMeff(k),whih we all the n-motivi t-struture. When n = 0, this is simply the usualhomotopy t-struture, but for n ∈ {1, 2}, these are new t-strutures. We will showthat the ategory of Deligne's 1-motives an be embedded as a full subategoryin the heart of the 1-motivi t-struture. By a rather straightforward analogy, weare led to speify a lass of objets in the heart of the 2-motivi t-struture whihwe all mixed 2-motives. We will also hek that these objets form an abelianategory.Keywords: Voevodsky's motives; mixed motives; motivi t-strutures.AMS 2000 Mathematis subjet lassi�ation: 14F42; 18E10; 19E15.ContentsIntrodution 11. Preliminaries 21.1. Notation and general fats 21.2. Some reolletion from [2℄ 31.3. Generating t-strutures 52. Perverting t-strutures 52.1. The abstrat onstrution 52.2. The ase of a generated t-struture 82.3. Perverting subategories of the heart 93. The n-motivi t-struture for n = 0 and 1 113.1. The 0-motivi t-struture 113.2. The 1-motivi t-struture 113.3. Mixed 1-motives 123.4. n-Presented (1,H)-sheaves 144. The 2-motivi t-struture 154.1. The onstrution 154.2. A more expliit desription 174.3. n-Presented (2,H)-sheaves and mixed 2-motives 194.4. Mixed 2-motives assoiated to surfaes 21Referenes 23Introdution. A major open problem in the theory of motives is the onstrutionof a motivi t-struture on Voevodsky's triangulated ategory DMeff(k) whose heartwould be the awaited abelian ategory of mixed motives. This motivi t-struture1



2 JOSEPH AYOUBshould be very di�erent from the existing homotopy t-struture whih is an outomeof the onstrution of DMeff(k) and the study of homotopy invariant presheaveswith transfers [7℄. However, one an speulate about the existene of a sequene of
n-motivi t-strutures (

nT M
≥0(k), nT M

≤0(k)
) on DMeff(k), whih interpolate betweenthe homotopy t-struture and the motivi t-struture. More preisely, we expet thefollowing to hold.(1) (

0T
M

≥0(k), 0T
M

≤0(k)
) is the homotopy t-struture.(2) nT M

≥0(k) ⊂ n+iT
M

≥0(k) and nT M
≤0(k) ⊃ n+iT

M

≤0(k) for i ≥ 0.(3) Denote ∞T M
≤0(k) =

⋂
n∈N

nT M
≤0(k) and ∞T M

≥0(k) ⊂ DMeff(k) the full subat-egory of P ∈ DMeff(k) suh that
homDMeff (k)(P, N [−1]) = 0for all N ∈ ∞T M

≤0(k). Then (
∞T M

≥0(k), ∞T M
≤0(k)

) is the motivi t-struture.(4) nT M
≥0(k)

⋂
n+iT

M

≤0(k) is independent of i ≥ 1 and is the abelian ategory ofmixed n-motives.The last property above, justi�es our terminology. For us, a mixed n-motiveis an objet of the heart of the motivi t-struture whih is also in the smallesttriangulated subategory of DMeff(k) stable under small sums and ontaining themotives of smooth varieties of dimension at most n. In partiular, ontrary to theusual, we allow non-geometri (or non-onstrutible) objets.In this paper, we propose a de�nition of the n-motivi t-struture for n ∈ {0, 1, 2}.Our onstrution relies on [2℄. We will see that objets in 0T
M

≤0(k) ∩ 1T
M

≤1(k) are(possibly non-ompat) 0-motives. We also see that objets in 0T
M

≤1(k)∩1T
M

≤2(k) are(possibly non-ompat) Deligne's 1-motives. Finally, we speify a lass of objets inthe heart of the 2-motivi t-struture whih we all mixed 2-motives. We hek thatthe ategory of mixed 2-motives is abelian.Aknowledgment. I wish to thank Lua Barbieri-Viale and Bruno Kahn for theirenouragement and interest in this work. An inomplete de�nition of mixed 2-motives, very similar to the one proposed in this paper, appeared to me sometimesago. However, I never dared to take it seriously. Espeially, the problem of showingthat these mixed 2-motives form an abelian ategory seemed at a �rst sight out ofreah. After I shared my de�nition with Lua, he kept telling me that I should try todo something with it, till one evening (during the �Algebrai K-Theory and MotiviCohomology� workshop in Oberwolfah (June 28th - July 4th, 2009)), I deided tofollow his advise. I then realized that some progress was possible, and this paperwas oneived. 1. Preliminaries1.1. Notation and general fats.If not otherwise stated, we work with rational oe�ients. In partiular, oursheaves take values in the ategory of Q-vetorspaes and we think of an isogenyof semi-abelian group-shemes as an invertible morphism (this will be made morepreise later).Fix a ground �eld k and denote by Sm/k the ategory of smooth k-shemes.Given two smooth k-shemes X and Y , we denote by Cor(X, Y ) the group of �nite



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 3orrespondenes, i.e., the Z-module freely generated by losed and integral sub-shemes Z ⊂ X ×k Y whih are �nite and surjetive on X. There is an additiveategory Cor(k) whose objets are smooth k-shemes and whose morphisms are �-nite orrespondenes (see [7, Let. 1℄). The graph of a morphism yields an inlusion
Sm/k →֒ Cor(k).A presheaf with transfers (on Sm/k) is an additive ontravariant funtor F from
Cor(k) to the ategory of abelian groups. F is alled a Nisnevih (resp. an étale)sheaf with transfers if its restrition to Sm/k is a sheaf for the Nisnevih (resp. theétale) topology. If not otherwise stated, a presheaf with transfers F is assumed tobe uniquely divisible, i.e., takes values in the ategory of Q-vetorspaes. Under thisassumption, the restrition of F to Sm/k is a Nisnevih sheaf if and only if it is anétale sheaf. Thus, there will be no ambiguity in saying: F is a sheaf with tranfers.We denote Shvtr(k) the abelian ategory of sheaves with transfers on Sm/k. Thereis an embedding Qtr(−) : Cor(k) →֒ Shvtr(k) whih takes a smooth k-sheme X tothe sheaf with transfers Qtr(X) = Cor(−, X) ⊗ Q represented by X.We denote by K(Shvtr(k)) the ategory of omplexes of sheaves with transfersendowed with its injetive model struture (i.e., W = {quasi-isomorphisms} and
Cof = {monomorphisms}). The homotopy ategory of this model struture is thederived ategory D(Shvtr(k)). Following Voevodsky [7℄, we de�ne DMeff(k) to bethe homotopy ategory of the Bous�eld loalization of K(Shvtr(k)) with respet tothe lass of arrows Qtr(A

1
X)[n] → Qtr(X)[n] for X ∈ Sm/k and n ∈ Z. Given asmooth k-sheme X, we denote by M(X) the omplex Qtr(X)[0] onsidered as anobjet of DMeff(k). This is the motive of X. From the general theory of Bous�eldloalizations (see [5℄), we may identify (up to an equivalene) DMeff(k) with thetriangulated subategory of D(Shvtr(k)) whose objets are the A1-loal omplexes.Reall that K ∈ K(Shvtr(k)) is A1-loal if the natural homomorphism

Hn(X, K) // Hn(A1
X , X)is invertible for all n ∈ Z and X ∈ Sm/k. (Here, Hn(−, K) stands for the Nisnevih(or equivalently the étale) hyperohomology with values in K.) A entral result ofVoevodsky [7, Th. 24.1℄ asserts that the previous ondition holds if and only if thehomology sheaves Hi(K) are homotopy invariant for all i ∈ Z. In partiular, thisimplies that the anonial t-struture on D(Shvtr(k)) restrits to a t-struture on

DMeff(k). This is the so-olled homotopy t-struture whose heart is identi�ed withthe ategory HI(k) of homotopy invariant sheaves with transfers.N.B. � In this paper, we will use the expression H-sheaf as a shorthand for: �ho-motopy invariant sheaf with transfers�.1.2. Some reolletion from [2℄.For n ∈ N, we denote Sm/k≤n the full subategory of Sm/k whose objets arethe smooth k-shemes of dimension less or equal to n. Similarly, we denote Cor(k≤n)the full-subategory of Cor(k) having the same objets as Sm/k≤n. A presheaf withtransfers on Sm/k≤n is an additive ontravariant funtor F from Cor(k≤n) to theategory of Q-vetorspaes. F is a sheaf with transfers if its restrition to Sm/k≤nis a sheaf for the Nisnevih topology (or equivalently, for the étale topology). Wedenote by Shvtr(k≤n) the ategory of étale sheaves with transfers on Sm/k≤n. There



4 JOSEPH AYOUBis an adjuntion [2, Lem. 1.1.12℄:
Shvtr(k≤n)

σ∗
n

// Shvtr(k).
σn∗

oo (1)Definition 1.1 � An H-sheaf F ∈ HI(k) is n-presented if the obvious mor-phism
h0σ

∗
nσn∗F → Fis an isomorphism. (Here, h0 is the left adjoint to the inlusion HI(k) →֒ Shvtr(k).)Remark 1.2 � In [2℄ (see Def. 1.1.20 of lo. it.) n-presented H-sheaves wherealled �n-motivi sheaves�. In this paper, we use a di�erent terminology beause ofan eventual on�it with the notion of (n,H)-sheaf whih will be introdued later(for n ∈ {0, 1, 2}).Let HI≤n(k) denotes the full-subategory of HI(k) whose objets are the n-presented H-sheaves. This is an abelian ategory, and the inlusion HI≤n(k) →֒

HI(k) is right exat. It is onjetured that this inlusion is also left exat (see [2,Cor. 1.4.5℄ for a onjetural proof). This onjeture is known to hold for n = 0, 1due to the following result (see [2, Cor. 1.2.5 and Prop. 1.3.11℄).Proposition 1.3 � For n = 0, 1, the inlusions H≤n(k) →֒ Shvtr(k) admitleft adjoints denoted respetively by
π0 : Shvtr(k) // HI≤0(k) and Alb : Shvtr(k) // HI≤1(k). (2)Definition 1.4 � An H-sheaf F ∈ HI(k) is alled 0-onneted if π0(F ) = 0.It is alled 1-onneted if Alb(F ) = 0.By [2, Prop. 2.3.2 and Th. 2.4.1℄, the funtors π0 and Alb from (2) an be leftderived, yielding funtors

Lπ0 : D(Shvtr(k)) // D(HI≤0(k)) and LAlb : D(Shvtr(k)) // D(HI≤1(k)).The above funtors pass to the Bous�eld loalization, yielding funtors
Lπ0 : DMeff(k) // D(HI≤0(k)) and LAlb : DMeff(k) // D(HI≤1(k))whih are left adjoints to the obvious funtors

D(HI≤0(k)) // DMeff(k) and D(HI≤1(k)) // DMeff(k).These are fully faithful embedding with essential images DM≤0(k) and DM≤1(k)respetively. Reall that DM≤n(k) (with n ∈ N) is the smallest triangulated subat-egory of DMeff(k) stable under small sums and ontaining M(X) with X ∈ Sm/k ofdimension at most n. It follows that the obvious inlusions DM≤0(k) →֒ DMeff(k)and DM≤1(k) →֒ DMeff(k) have left adjoints, whih we also denote as follows:
Lπ0 : DMeff(k) // DM≤0(k) and LAlb : DMeff(k) // DM≤1(k).



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 51.3. Generating t-strutures.Let T be a triangulated ategory. Reall from [3℄ that a t-struture on T is aouple of full subategories (T≥0, T≤0) satisfying three simple axioms. Contrary tolo. it., we will use the homologial onvention for t-strutures. One passes bakand forth between the homologial and ohomologial onventions via the usual rule:
T≥n = T ≤−n and T≤n = T ≥−n.In this paragraph we reall the tehnique of generating t-strutures whih is de-sribed in [1, �2.1.3℄. Let G a lass of objets in T .Definition 1.5 � (Compare with [1, Déf. 2.1.68℄.)(a) An objet N ∈ T is G-negative if for every A ∈ G and n ∈ N, we have

homT (A[n + 1], N) = 0.We denote T G

≤0 the full subategory of G-negative objets and set T G

≤d = T
G

≤0[d]for d ∈ Z.(b) An objet P ∈ T is G-positive if for every N ∈ T G

≤−1, we have
homT (P, N) = 0.We denote T

G

≥0 the full subategory of G-positive objets and set T G

≥d = T
G

≥0[d]for d ∈ Z.Reall that an objet E of T is said to be an extension of E ′ and E ′′ if there existsa distinguished triangle in T :
E ′ // E // E ′′ // E ′[1].We reord the following fat (see [1, Prop. 2.1.70℄).Proposition 1.6 � Assume that T has small sums and that G is essentiallysmall (i.e., the isomorphism lasses of objets in G form a set) and onsists ofompat objets. Then (T G

≥0, T
G
≤0) is a t-struture on T . Moreover, T G

≥0 is the smallestfull subategory of T ontaining G, and stable under small sums, suspensions andextensions.The t-struture (T G
≥0, T

G
<0) is said to be generated by G. Clearly G ⊂ T G

≥0, and
(T G

≥0, T
G
≤0) is the universal t-struture with this property in the following sense (see[1, Lem. 2.1.78℄).Lemma 1.7 � Keep the hypothesis in Proposition 1.6. Let S be a triangulatedategory endowed with a t-struture (S≥0,S≤0). Let F : T → S be a triangulatedfuntor. We assume that F ommutes with small sums and that F (G) ⊂ S≥0. Then

F is t-positive, i.e., takes an objet in T G
≥0 to an objet in S≥0.2. Perverting t-strutures2.1. The abstrat onstrution.In this paragraph we present a simple way to onstrut new t-strutures out ofolds. This will be applied in the next setion. We begin by desribing the abstratsetting.Let T be a triangulated ategory endowed with a t-struture (T≥0, T≤0). For n ∈ Z,we denote by τ≥n and τ≤n the trunation funtors with respet to this t-strutures.



6 JOSEPH AYOUBThus, we have a anonial distinguished triangle
τ≥n(A) // A // τ≤n−1(A) // τ≥n(A)[1]for every A ∈ T . We also set Hn(A) = τ≥n ◦ τ≤n(A)[−n]. This is an objet of theheart HT = T≥0 ∩ T≤0.Let A ⊂ HT be a full subategory. We assume the following.Hypothesis 2.1 �(i) A is a thik abelian subategory of HT , i.e., stable under extensions, subob-jets and quotients.(ii) The inlusion A →֒ HT admits a left adjoint F : HT → A.(iii) Let

0 // A′ // A // A′′ // 0,be a short exat sequene in HT . If A′′ ∈ A, then F(A′) → F(A) is amonomorphism.Remark 2.2 �(a) It follows from (i) that the inlusion A →֒ HT is an exat funtor. As itis also a full embedding, the unit of the adjuntion φA : A → F(A) is theuniversal morphism from A ∈ HT to an objet in A. In partiular, when
A ∈ A, φA is invertible. For general A ∈ HT , we laim that φA is surjetive.Indeed, im(φA) is a sub-objet of F(A). Hene by (i), it is in A. Applyingthe universal property to A → im(φA), we get a retration F(A) → im(φA).As the omposition F(A) → im(φA) →֒ F(A) is the identity, im(φA) → F(A)is an isomorphism.(b) Being a left adjoint, the funtor F is right exat. Under the onditions of(iii), we thus have a short exat sequene in A:

0 // F(A′) // F(A) // A′′ // 0. (3)(Here we use that A′′ ≃ F(A′′).) For A ∈ HT , we set
G(A) = ker{A → F(A)}. (4)Thus, we have a anonial exat sequene in HT :

0 // G(A) // A // F(A) // 0. (5)It follows from the exat sequene (3) that F(G(A)) = 0.Definition 2.3 � An objet A ∈ HT is said to be F-onneted if F(A) = 0.Equivalently, any morphism from A to an objet of A is zero.We have seen that for any A ∈ HT , G(A) is F-onneted. Moreover, this is thelargest F-onneted subobjet of A. Indeed, let a : B → A be a morphism in HTfrom an F-onneted objet B. Then the omposition φA ◦ a : B → F(A) is zeroand hene, a fators through G(A). This also prove that G is the right adjoint tothe inlusion of the full subategory of F-onneted objets in HT .We now ome the main onstrution of this paragraph.Proposition 2.4 � We de�ne a t-struture (‘T ≥0, ‘T ≤0) on T as follows:
• ‘T ≥0 is the full subategory of P ∈ T suh that Hi(P ) = 0 for i < −1 and

H−1(P ) is F-onneted.



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 7
• ‘T ≤0 is the full subategory of N ∈ T suh that Hi(N) = 0 for i > 0 and

H0(N) ∈ A.Proof. As usual, we set ‘T ≥n = ‘T ≥0[n] and ‘T ≤n = ‘T ≤0[n] for n ∈ Z. We learlyhave ‘T ≥1 ⊂ ‘T ≥0 and ‘T ≤1 ⊃ ‘T ≤0.Let P ∈ ‘T ≥0 and N ∈ ‘T ≤−1. Then P ∈ T≥−1 and N ∈ T≤−1. Thus, we have
homT (P, N) ≃ homT (τ≤−1(P ), N) ≃ homT (τ≤−1(P ), τ≥−1(N))

≃ homHT
(H−1(P ), H−1(N)).As H−1(P ) is F-onneted and H−1(N) ∈ A, every morphism from H−1(P ) to

H−1(N) is zero. This shows that homT (P, N) = 0.To end the proof, we still need to hek axiom (iii) of [3, Déf. 1.3.1℄. Let A ∈ T .There is a distinguished triangle
P0

u0
// A

v0
// N0

// P0[1]where P0 ∈ T≥−1 and N0 ∈ T≤−2. Consider the omposition
t : P0

// H−1(P0)[−1] // F(H−1(P0))[−1],and form a distinguished triangle
P

s
// P0

t
// F(H−1(P0))[−1] // P [1].Let u = u0 ◦ s : P → A. Clearly Hi(P ) = 0 for i < −1, and we have an isomorphism

Hi(u) : Hi(P )
∼

−→ Hi(A) for i > −1. Moreover, there is a short exat sequene
0 // H−1(P )

H−1(u)
// H−1(A) // F(H−1(A)) // 0.In partiular H−1(P ) is F-onneted. It follows that P ∈ ‘T ≥0.Now, form a distinguished triangle

P
u

// A
v

// N // P [+1].Then Hi(N) = 0 for i ≤ 0 and
H−1(N) ≃ coker{H−1(P ) → H−1(A)} ≃ F(H−1(A)).This shows that N ∈ ‘T ≤−1. The proposition is proven. �Definition 2.5 � Keep the above notation and assumption. The t-struture

(‘T ≥0, ‘T ≤0) is alled the A-perverted t-struture.Remark 2.6 � We denote ‘HT = ‘T ≥0 ∩ ‘T ≤0 the heart of the A-perverted t-struture. Clearly, and objet A ∈ T is in ‘HT if and only if it satis�es the followingproperties:(1) Hi(A) = 0 for i 6∈ {0,−1};(2) H0(A) ∈ A;(3) H−1(A) is F-onneted.From this, it follows immediately that A = HT ∩ ‘HT .



8 JOSEPH AYOUB2.2. The ase of a generated t-struture.We keep the notation and assumption of �2.1. Suppose that the t-struture
(T≥0, T≤0) is generated by an essentially small lass G of ompat objets in T .Assume that for every A ∈ G, we an �nd a distinguished triangle

A⊥ // A // AF // A⊥[1]suh that AF is ompat and t-positive, H0(A
F ) ∈ A, and the obvious morphism

F(H0(A)) → H0(A
F ) is invertible. Let G⊥[−1] = {A⊥[−1] |A ∈ G}. We hoose theabove triangles so that G⊥[−1] is again essentially small (this is learly possible).Remark also that G⊥[−1] onsists of ompat objets.Proposition 2.7 � The t-struture (‘T ≥0, ‘T ≤0) is generated by the essentiallysmall lass of ompat objets ‘G = G

⋃
G⊥[−1].Proof. Denote by (‘T ′

≥0, ‘T
′
≤0) the t-struture on T generated by ‘G. It su�es tohek that ‘T ′

≥0 ⊂ ‘T ≥0 and ‘T ′
≤0 ⊂ ‘T ≤0. It is easy to see that ‘G ⊂ ‘T ≥0. We thushave ‘T ′

≥0 ⊂ ‘T ≥0 by Lemma 1.7. To hek the seond inlusion, we �x N ∈ ‘T ′
≤0.As G ⊂ ‘G, we have ‘T ′

≤0 ⊂ T≤0 and thus Hi(N) = 0 for i > 0. It remains to showthat H0(N) ∈ A.Let A ∈ G. Clearly, A⊥ is t-positive. It follows that
homT (A⊥, N) ≃ homHT

(H0(A
⊥), H0(N)).On the other hand, homT (A⊥, N) = 0 by the de�nition of the lass of ‘G-negativeobjets. Thus we get homHT

(H0(A
⊥), H0(N)) = 0.From the statement of the proposition, we have an exat sequene

H0(A
⊥) // H0(A) // F(H0(A)) // 0,and hene a surjetive morphism H0(A

⊥) ։ G(H0(A)). We dedue from this aninlusion
homHT

(G(H0(A)), H0(N)) →֒ homHT
(H0(A

⊥), H0(N)).This shows that
homHT

(G(H0(A)), H0(N)) = 0. (6)Now, the abelian ategoryHT is generated by H0(A) for A ∈ G. Thus, we may �nda family (Ai)i∈I ∈ GI and a surjetive morphism ⊕
i∈I H0(Ai) ։ H0(N). Considerthe indued morphism of short exat sequenes

0 //
⊕

i∈I G(H0(Ai)) //

α

��

⊕
i∈I H0(Ai) //

����

⊕
i∈I F(H0(Ai)) //

β

��

0

0 // G(H0(N)) // H0(N) // F(H0(N)) // 0.As G(H0(N)) → H0(N) is injetive, we dedue from (6) that α = 0. By the SnakeLemma, we have a surjetive morphism ker(β) ։ G(H0(N)). As ker(β) ∈ A, weget from Hypothesis 2.1, (i) that G(H0(N)) ∈ A. This implies that G(H0(N)) = 0.Indeed, the identity morphism of an F-onneted objet whih is in A is neessarilyzero. The proposition is proven. �



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 92.3. Perverting subategories of the heart.We keep the notation and assumption of �2.1. Let B ⊂ HT be a full subategorysatisfying to the following onditions.Hypothesis 2.8 �(i) B ontains A. Moreover, if B ∈ B, then G(B) is also in B.(ii) The ategory B is abelian and the inlusion B →֒ HT admits a right adjoint
Q : HT → B.It follows from (ii) that the inlusion B →֒ HT is right exat. Given a morphism

b : B → C in B, its okernel taken in B oinides with its okernel taken in HT . Itwill be denoted by coker(b). This is a priori not the ase for kernels. We will reservethe notation ker(b) for the kernel taken in HT and denote kerB(b) the kernel takenin B. We have a anonial isomorphism kerB(b) ≃ Q(ker(b)).Definition 2.9 � Let ‘B ⊂ T be the full subategory whose objets are the
A ∈ T suh that:(1) Hi(A) = 0 for i 6= {0,−1};(2) H0(A) ∈ A;(3) H−1(A) ∈ B and is F-onneted.We all ‘B the A-perverted subategory assoiated to B. Clearly, ‘B is ontained in
‘HT .Lemma 2.10 � The inlusion ‘B →֒ ‘HT has a right adjoint ‘Q : ‘HT → ‘B.Moreover, for A ∈ ‘HT the ounit of the adjuntion ‘Q(A) → A indues isomor-phisms H0(‘Q(A)) ≃ H0(A) and H−1(‘Q(A)) ≃ G ◦ Q(H−1(A)).Proof. It su�es to onstrut for every A ∈ ‘HT a universal morphism ‘Q(A) → Afrom an objet ‘Q(A) ∈ ‘B. We have a funtorial distinguished triangle

H0(A) // A // H−1(A)[−1] // H0(A)[1].As both H0(A) and H−1(A)[−1] are in ‘HT , this determines a funtorial short exatsequene
0 // H0(A) // A // H−1(A)[−1] // 0.Consider G ◦ Q(H−1(A))[−1]. This is an objet of ‘HT . We de�ne

‘Q(A) = A ×H−1(A)[−1]

(
G ◦ Q(H−1(A))[−1]

)
, (7)the �ber produt being taken in the abelian ategory ‘HT . We thus have a artesiansquare in ‘HT :

‘Q(A) //

��

G ◦ Q(H−1(A))[−1]

��

A // H−1(A)[−1].From the onstrution, H0(‘Q(A)) ≃ H0(A) and H−1(‘Q(A)) ≃ G ◦ Q(H−1(A)). Inpartiular, ‘Q(A) ∈ ‘B as it follows from Hypothesis 2.8, (i).We laim that ‘Q(A) → A is the universal morphism from an objet of ‘B. Indeed,let B be an objet of ‘B. With ‘A = ‘Q(A), we have a ommutative diagram of
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0 // homT (B,H0(‘A)) //

∼
��

homT (B, ‘A) //

��

homT (B,H−1(‘A)[−1]) //

��

homT (B,H0(‘A)[1])
∼

��

0 // homT (B,H0(A)) // homT (B,A) // homT (B,H−1(A)[−1]) // homT (B,H0(A)[1])with exat rows. By the Five Lemma, we are redued to show that third vertialhomomorphism is bijetive. The latter an be identi�ed with
homHT

(H−1(B), G ◦ Q(H−1(A))) // homHT
(H−1(B), H−1(A)).This is a bijetion as H−1(B) is F-onneted and in B. �Proposition 2.11 � Keep the above notation and assumptions. The ategory

‘B is abelian.Proof. We split the proof in two parts.Part A: Let a : A → B be a morphism in ‘B. Here we prove that coker(a), taken in
‘HT is an objet of ‘B. Denote N = ker(a), C = im(a) and D = coker(a), all takenin ‘HT . From the two short exat sequenes:

0 // N // A // C // 0

0 // C // B // D // 0we dedue two exat sequenes in HT :
H−1(N) // H−1(A) // H−1(C) // 0

H−1(C) // H−1(B) // H−1(D) // 0whih an be put together to get another exat sequene:
H−1(A) // H−1(B) // H−1(D) // 0.Now, as H−1(A) and H−1(B) are in B, and the inlusion B →֒ HT is right exat, wededue that H−1(D) ∈ B. This shows that coker(a) ∈ ‘B.Part B: The previous part shows that okernels exist in ‘B and an be omputedin HT . On the other hand, by Lemma 2.10, the kernels also exist in ‘B. Indeed, if

a : A → B is a morphism in ‘B, then its kernel in ‘B is ker ‘B(a) = ‘Q(ker(a)). Itremains to show that images and oimages oinide in ‘B.Fix a morphism a : A → B in ‘B. ‘HT being an abelian ategory, the anonialmorphism
coker{ker(a) → A} // ker{B → coker(a)}is invertible. Applying ‘Q, we get an isomorphism

‘Q
(
coker{ker(a) → A}

) ∼
// ‘Q

(
ker{B → coker(a)}

)
.

‘Q being a left adjoint, it ommutes with okernels. It follows that:
‘Q

(
coker{ker(a) → A}

)
≃ coker{‘Q(ker(a)) → ‘Q(A)} ≃ coker{ker ‘B(a) → A}.Thus the obvious morphism

coker{ker ‘B(a) → A} // ker ‘B{B → coker(a)}is invertible. This �nishes the proof of the proposition. �



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 113. The n-motivi t-struture for n = 0 and 13.1. The 0-motivi t-struture.We bring in the notation from �1.1. From the introdution, we are led to makethe following de�nition.Definition 3.1 � The 0-motivi t-struture (
0T

M

≥0(k), 0T
M

≤0(k)
) on DMeff(k)is the usual homotopy t-struture. An objet in 0T

M

≥0(k) will be alled 0tM-positive.An objet in 0T
M

≤0(k) will be alled 0tM-negative. For n ∈ Z, we denote 0τM
≥n and

0τM
≤n the trunation funtors, and 0HM

n (−) = 0τM
≥n ◦ 0τM

≤n(−)[−n]. We also de-note 0H
M

(k) = 0T
M

≥0(k)
⋂

0T
M

≤0(k), the heart of 0-motivi t-struture. An objetof 0H
M

(k) is a alled a (0,H)-sheaf.Stritly speaking, the ategory 0H
M

(k) is equivalent (and not isomorphi) to theategory HI(k) of H-sheaves (i.e., homotopy invariant sheaves with transfers). Thisequivalene takes a (0,H)-sheaf to its zero homology H-sheaf. However, it is safeenough to identify both ategories, and we will often do this.Remark 3.2 � In the sequel, we will keep using the notation τ≤n, τ≥n, Hn and
HI(k) relative to the homotopy t-struture. In fat, the only reason we introduedthe new terminology in De�nition 3.1, is to stress the analogy between the 0-motivi,
1-motivi and 2-motivi t-strutures.Proposition 3.3 � The 0-motivi t-struture on DMeff(k) is generated by theessentially small lass {M(X) |X ∈ Sm/k}.Proof. This is well-known (see [8℄). For the sake of ompleteness, we provide anargument. For K ∈ K(Shvtr(k)), the following two onditions are equivalent:(i) The homology sheaves Hi(K) are zero for i < 0;(ii) The (Nisnevih) hyper-ohomology groups H−i(X, K) are zero for i > 0 and

X ∈ Sm/k.If moreover we assume that K is A1-loal, the seond ondition an be rewritten asfollows:(ii′) The groups homDMeff (k)(M(X)[i], K) are zero for i > 0 and X ∈ Sm/k.In other words, K is {M(X) |X ∈ Sm/k}-negative. This proves the proposition. �Definition 3.4 � We denote by M0(k) ⊂ 0H
M

(k) the full subategory whoseobjets are the 0-presented H-sheaves whih we will also all mixed 0-motives (orsimply 0-motive).In [2℄, the ategory M0(k) is denoted by HI≤0(k) and their objets were alled
0-motivi sheaves. It is the heart of the restrition of the homotopy t-strutureon DM≤0(k). By [2, Lem. 1.2.2℄, M0(k) is anonially equivalent to the ategory
Shvtr(k≤0). The latter is equivalent to the ategory of Q-linear representations V ofthe absolute Galois group Gal(ks/k) of k suh that the stabilizer of eah element of
V is open (i.e., of �nite index). This justi�es our terminology.3.2. The 1-motivi t-struture.The subategory M0(k) ⊂ 0H

M
(k) satis�es Hypothesis 2.1. Indeed, (i) and (ii)are ontained in [2, Cor. 1.2.5 and Prop. 1.2.7℄. To hek (iii), we use [2, Cor. 2.3.3℄.



12 JOSEPH AYOUBIt asserts that the left adjoint π0 : 0H
M

→ M1(k) is indued on the hearts by a t-positive triangulated funtor Lπ0 : DMeff(k) → DM≤0(k). Given an exat sequeneof H-sheaves
0 // M ′ // M // M ′′ // 0we dedue a distinguished triangle

Lπ0(M
′) // Lπ0(M) // Lπ0(M

′′) // Lπ0(M
′)[1],and thus an exat sequene of 0-motives

H1(Lπ0(M
′′)) // π0(M

′) // π0(M).Now, assume that M ′′ is a 0-motive. Then M ′′ ≃ Lπ0(M
′′) and H1(Lπ0(M

′′)) = 0.This proves that π0(M
′) → π0(M) is injetive.We are now in position to apply the onstrution from �2.1.Definition 3.5 � The 1-motivi t-struture (

1T
M

≥0(k), 1T
M

≤0(k)
) on DMeff(k) isthe M0(k)-perverted t-struture assoiated to the 0-motivi t-struture. An objet in

1T
M

≥0(k) will be alled 1tM-positive. An objet in 1T
M

≤0(k) will be alled 1tM-negative.For n ∈ Z, we denote 1τM
≥n and 1τM

≤n the trunation funtors and 1HM
n (−) = 1τM

≥n ◦
1τM

≤n(−)[−n]. We also denote 1H
M

(k) = 1T
M

≥0(k)
⋂

1T
M

≤0(k) the heart of 1-motivi
t-struture. An objet of 1H

M
(k) is a alled a (1,H)-sheaf.Remark 3.6 � From the onstrution, we have the following desription of the

1-motivi t-struture.(1) An objet P ∈ DMeff(k) is 1tM-positive if and only if it satis�es:(a) Hn(P ) = 0 for n < −1;(b) H−1(P ) is a 0-onneted H-sheaf.(2) An objet N ∈ DMeff(k) is 1tM-negative if and only if it satis�es:(a) Hn(N) = 0 for n > 0;(b) H0(N) is a 0-motive.(3) An objet M ∈ DMeff(k) is a (1,H)-sheaf if and only if it satis�es:(a) Hi(M) = 0 for i 6∈ {0,−1};(b) H0(M) is a 0-motive;() H−1(M) is a 0-onneted H-sheaf.For X ∈ Sm/k we hoose a distinguished triangle
M≥1(X) // M(X) // Lπ0(M(X)) // M≥1(X)[1].From the onstrution in [2, �2.3℄, we have Lπ0(M(X)) ≃ M(π0(X)) where π0(X)is the étale k-sheme of onneted omponents of X. It follows that M≥1(X) isisomorphi in DMeff(k) to ker{Qtr(X) → Qtr(π0(X))}[0]. The following result is adiret onsequene of Proposition 2.7.Proposition 3.7 � The 1-motivi t-struture on DMeff(k) is generated bythe essentially small lass {M(X), M≥1(X)[−1] |X ∈ Sm/k}.3.3. Mixed 1-motives.Definition 3.8 � An objet M ∈ DMeff(k) is alled a mixed 1-motive if itsatis�es the following onditions:(1) Hi(M) = 0 for i 6∈ {0,−1};(2) H0(M) is a 0-motivi sheaf;



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 13(3) H−1(M) is a 0-onneted 1-presented H-sheaf.The full subategory of mixed 1-motives will be denoted by M1(k).Clearly, M1(k) is the M0(k)-perverted subategory assoiated to HI≤1(k) ⊂

HI(k) ≃ 0H
M

(k). In partiular, it is abelian. In fat, we have more as the fol-lowing result shows.Proposition 3.9 � M1(k) is a thik abelian subategory of 1H
M

(k), i.e.,stable under extensions, subobjets and quotients.Proof. Indeed, onsider a short exat sequene of (1,H)-sheaves:
0 // M ′ // M // M ′′ // 0. (8)It su�es to show that M is a mixed 1-motive if and only if M ′ and M ′′ are mixed

1-motives. In other words, we need to show that the H-sheaf H−1(M) is 1-presentedif and only if the H-sheaves H−1(M
′) and H−1(M

′′) are 1-presented.From (8), we get an exat sequene of H-sheaves:
0 // im{H0(M) → H0(M

′′)} // H−1(M
′) // H−1(M) // H−1(M

′′) // 0.The H-sheaf im{H0(M) → H0(M
′′)} is 0-presented and hene 1-presented. Thelemma follows now as HI≤1(k) is a thik abelian subategory of HI(k) (see [2,Cor. 1.3.5℄). �Lemma 3.10 � Let M be a mixed 1-motive. Then, M deomposes into a diretsum

M ≃ H0(M)[0]
⊕

H−1(M)[−1].Proof. We have a distinguished triangle in DMeff(k):
H0(M) // M // H−1(M)[−1]

ǫ
// H0(M)[1]. (9)We need to show that ǫ is zero. By [2, Th. 2.4.1, (i)℄, HI≤1(k) is ontained in

DM≤1(k), and hene M ∈ DM≤1(k). Also, by [2, Th. 2.4.1, (i)℄, we have anequivalene of ategories D(HI≤1(k)) ≃ DM≤1(k). Thus, we may view (9) as atriangle in the derived ategory D(HI≤1(k)) and ǫ as a element of:
homD(HI≤1(k))

(
H−1(M)[−1], H0(M)[1]

)
≃ ext2

HI≤1(k)

(
H−1(M), H0(M)

)
.On the other hand, the ohomologial dimension of HI≤1(k) is 1 by [2, Prop. 2.4.10℄.This shows that ext2

HI≤1(k)

(
H−1(M), H0(M)

)
= 0, and hene ǫ = 0. �In the reminder of this paragraph, we desribe the link between our notion ofmixed 1-motives and the lassial notion of Deligne's 1-motives. We do this in orderto justify our terminology. However, this material will not be used elsewhere in thepaper and an safely be skipped by the reader.Reall (f. [4℄) that a Deligne 1-motive is a morphism of group-shemes [L

u
→ G]with L a lattie (i.e., loally for the étale topology isomorphi to Zr) and G asemi-abelian variety. We denote by M1(k) the ategory of 1-motives. Given two

1-motives M1 = [L1
u1→ G1] and M2 = [L2

u2→ G2], we have
homM1

(M1, M2) = {(a : L1 → L2, b : G1 → G2) | b ◦ u1 = u2 ◦ a} ⊗Z Q.



14 JOSEPH AYOUB(Where a and b above are morphisms of group-shemes.) There is a funtor
T : M1(k) → DMeff(k)whih takes a 1-motive [L → G] to the omplex

[· · · → 0 → L ⊗ Q → G ⊗ Q → 0 → · · · ]where L and G are identi�ed with the sheaves they represents and L ⊗ Q is plaedin degree 0.Proposition 3.11 � The funtor T indues an exat full embedding of M1(k)into M1(k).Proof. This is a speial ase of the main result in [9℄. For the sake of ompleteness,we give a proof. Clearly, the image of T is ontained in M1(k). Let Mi = [Li → Gi](for i ∈ {1, 2}) be two Deligne 1-motives. We need to show that
homM1

(M1, M2) // homM1(k)(T(M1), T(M2)) (10)is a bijetion. We an deompose Mi as follows
Mi ≃ L′

i

⊕
[L′′

i → Gi]where L′
i and L′′

i are sub-latties of Li suh that:
• L′

i ∩ L′′
i = 0 and L′

i + L′′
i is of �nite index in Li;

• L′′
i → Gi is injetive.We are then redued to hek that (10) is bijetive in the following ases:(a) Gi is zero for i ∈ {1, 2};(b) G1 is zero and L2 →֒ G2 is injetive;() L1 →֒ G1 is injetive and G2 = 0;(d) Li →֒ Gi is injetive for i ∈ {1, 2}.Case (a) is easy. In ase (b), both sides of (10) are zero. In ase (), both sidesof (10) are anonially isomorphi to hom(L1, L2) ⊗ Q. Finally, in ase (d), bothsides of (10) are given by the sub-vetorspae of e ∈ hom(G1, G2) ⊗ Q suh that

e(L1 ⊗ Q) ⊂ e(L2 ⊗ Q). �Remark 3.12 � Using [2, Th. 1.3.10℄ and Lemma 3.10, it is possible to show that
M1(k) is equivalent to the ategory of ind-objets in M1(k). We leave the detailsto the reader.3.4. n-Presented (1,H)-sheaves.Definition 3.13 � Let n ≥ 0 be an integer. A (1,H)-sheaf M is n-presentedif the H-sheaf H−1(M) is n-presented. We denote by 1H

M

≤n(k) ⊂ 1H
M

(k) the fullsubategory of n-presented (1,H)-sheaves.Remark 3.14 � A (1,H)-sheaf M is 0-presented if and only if H−1(M) = 0.It follows that 1H
M

≤0(k) = M0(k). Also, 1-presented (1,H)-sheaves are exatly themixed 1-motives, i.e, 1H
M

≤1(k) = M1(k).Clearly, 1H
M

≤n(k) is the M0(k)-perverted subategory of 1H
M

(k) assoiated tothe full subategory 0H
M

≤n(k) = HI≤n(k) of 0H
M

(k). It is easy to hek Hypothesis2.8 for the 0-motivi t-struture with A = M0(k) and B = HI≤n(k). Indeed,



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 15the inlusion HI≤n(k) →֒ HI(k) admits a right adjoint given by Qn = h0σ
∗
nσn∗.Moreover, a short exat sequene of H-sheaves

0 // F ′ // F // F ′′ // 0suh that F ′′ is 0-presented has a splitting. This learly implies that Qn(F ′) →
Qn(F ) is injetive. From Lemma 2.10 and Proposition 2.11, we dedue the followingresult.Corollary 3.15 � 1H

M

≤n(k) is an abelian ategory and there is a funtor
1Qn : 1H

M
(k) // 1H

M

≤n(k),whih is a right adjoint to the obvious inlusion.4. The 2-motivi t-struture4.1. The onstrution.By Proposition 3.9, M1(k) ⊂ 1H
M

(k) is a thik abelian subategory. Thus the�rst ondition in Hypothesis 2.1 is satis�ed. We will see in a moment that the twoother onditions are satis�ed as well. First, we note the following result whih is ofindependent interest.Proposition 4.1 � The 1-motivi t-struture restrits to a t-struture on
DM≤1(k) whose heart is M1(k).Proof. We know that the homotopy t-struture restrits to a t-struture on DM≤1(k)whose heart is HI≤1(k). The subategory M0(k) ⊂ HI≤1(k) satis�es the ondi-tions in Hypothesis 2.1. Thus, we may onsider the M0(k)-perverted t-strutureon DM≤1(k) assoiated to the homotopy t-struture. By a straightforward inspe-tion, we see that the inlusion DM≤1(k) →֒ DMeff(k) is exat with respet to the
M0(k)-perverted t-strutures. This proves the proposition. �Definition 4.2 � The restrition of the 1-motivi t-struture to DM≤1(k) isalso alled the 1-motivi t-struture.Lemma 4.3 � The funtor LAlb : DMeff(k) → DM≤1(k) is 1tM-positive (i.e.,
t-positive with respet to the 1-motivi t-strutures).Proof. This is lear as LAlb is the left adjoint to the inlusionDM≤1(k) →֒ DMeff(k)whih is 1tM-exat. �We are now in position to hek Hypothesis 2.1, (ii) and (iii) for M1(k) ⊂ 1H

M
(k).Lemma 4.4 � The inlusion M1(k) →֒ 1H

M
(k) has a left adjoint

AlbM : 1H
M

(k) // M1(k).Moreover, given an exat sequene of (1,H)-sheaves
0 // M ′ // M // M ′′ // 0,with M ′′ a mixed 1-motive, the morphism AlbM(M ′) → AlbM(M) is injetive.



16 JOSEPH AYOUBProof. Given a (1,H)-sheaf M , we set
AlbM(M) = 1HM

0 (LAlb(M)).That this is a left adjoint to the obvious inlusion, follows immediately from Lemma4.3. To prove the seond part, we use the distinguished triangle
LAlb(M ′) // LAlb(M) // LAlb(M ′′) // LAlb(M ′)[1].We dedue an exat sequene of mixed 1-motives

1HM
1 (LAlb(M ′′)) // 1HM

0 (LAlb(M ′)) // 1HM
0 (LAlb(M)).Now, if M ′′ is a mixed 1-motive, M ′′ ≃ LAlb(M ′′) and thus 1HM

1 (LAlb(M ′′)) = 0.This �nishes the proof of the lemma. �Definition 4.5 � The 2-motivi t-struture (
2T

M

≥0(k), 2T
M

≤0(k)
) on DMeff(k) isthe M1(k)-perverted t-struture assoiated to the 1-motivi t-struture. An objet in

2T
M

≥0(k) will be alled 2tM-positive. An objet in 2T
M

≤0(k) will be alled 2tM-negative.For n ∈ Z, we denote 2τM
≥n and 2τM

≤n the trunation funtors and 2HM
n (−) = 2τM

≥n ◦
2τM

≤n(−)[−n]. We also denote 2H
M

(k) = 2T
M

≥0(k)
⋂

2T
M

≤0(k) the heart of 2-motivi
t-struture. An objet of 2H

M
(k) is a alled a (2,H)-sheaf.Remark 4.6 �We will say that a (1,H)-sheaf M is 1-onneted if AlbM(M) = 0.From the onstrution, we have the following.(1) An objet P ∈ DMeff(k) is 2tM-positive if and only if it satis�es:(a) 1HM

n (P ) = 0 for n < −1;(b) 1HM
−1(P ) is a 1-onneted (1,H)-sheaf.(2) An objet N ∈ DMeff(k) is 2tM-negative if and only if it satis�es:(a) 1HM
n (N) = 0 for n > 0;(b) 1HM
0 (N) is a mixed 1-motive.(3) An objet M ∈ DMeff(k) is a (2,H)-sheaf if and only if it satis�es:(a) 1HM
i (M) = 0 for i 6∈ {0,−1};(b) 1HM
0 (M) is a 0-motive;() 1HM
−1(M) is a 0-onneted H-sheaf.In the next paragraph, we will give equivalent formulations of the above onditionsin terms of the homotopy t-struture.For X ∈ Sm/k we hoose a distinguished triangle
M≥2(X) // M(X) // LAlb(M(X)) // M≥2(X)[1].We have the following result.Proposition 4.7 � The 2-motivi t-struture on DMeff(k) is generated bythe essentially small lass {M(X), M≥1(X)[−1], M≥2(X)[−2] |X ∈ Sm/k}.Proof. For X ∈ Sm/k, we hoose a distinguished triangle

M′
≥2(X) // M≥1(X) // LAlb(M≥1(X)) // M′

≥2(X)[1].A diret appliation of Propositions 2.7 and 3.7 yields the following generating lassfor the 2-motivi t-struture:
{M(X), M≥1(X)[−1], M≥2(X)[−1], M′

≥2(X)[−2] |X ∈ Sm/k}.



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 17The proposition would follow if we prove that M′
≥2(X) ≃ M≥2(X). There is amorphism of distinguished triangles

M′
≥2(X) //

��

M≥1(X) //

��

LAlb(M≥1(X)) //

��

M′
≥2(X)[1]

��

M≥2(X) // M(X) // LAlb(M(X)) // M≥2(X)[1].By the Verdier's otahedral axiom (and the fat that LAlb is a triangulated funtor),it su�es to show that
Cone{M≥1(X) → M(X)} ≃ LAlb

(
Cone{M≥1(X) → M(X)}

)
.This is indeed the ase as Cone{M≥1(X) → M(X)} ≃ Lπ0(M(X)) ∈ DM≤0(k) ⊂

DM≤1(k). The proposition is proven. �4.2. A more expliit desription.The desription of the 2-motivi t-struture in term of the 1-motivi t-struturegiven in Remark 4.6 is rather abstrat and not intuitive. Here we give a moredown-to-earth desription whih only uses the homotopy t-struture.Proposition 4.8 �(1) An objet P ∈ DMeff(k) is 2tM-positive if and only if it satis�es:(a′) Hi(P ) = 0 for i < −2;(b′) H−2(P ) is a 1-onneted H-sheaf;(′) For every 0-motive L, homDMeff (k)(P, L[−1]) = 0.(2) An objet N in DMeff(k) is 2tM-negative if and only if it satis�es:(a′) Hi(N) = 0 for i > 0;(b′) H0(N) is a 0-presented H-sheaf;(′) H−1(N) is a 1-presented H-sheaf.Proof. We will ompare the onditions of the statement with those in Remark 4.6.We split the proof into four parts.Part A: Let P ∈ DMeff(k) be a 2tM-positive objet. We will show that P satis�esonditions (1a′), (1b′) and (1′).We have a hain of inlusions 2T
M

≥0(k) ⊂ 1T
M

≥−1(k) ⊂ 0T
M

≥−2(k). It follows that
Hi(P ) = 0 for i < −2. This is ondition (1a′) of the statement.By Remark 4.6, (1b), the (1,H)-sheaf 1HM

−1(P ) is 1-onneted. As
1HM

−1(LAlb(P )) ≃ AlbM(1HM
−1(P )) = 0,we dedue that LAlb(P ) is 1tM-positive. This implies that LAlb(P )[1] is t-positif.It follows that

Alb(H−2(P )) ≃ H−2(LAlb(P )) = 0.Hene H−2(P ) is a 1-onneted H-sheaf. This is ondition (1b′) of the statement.Condition (1′) of the statement is lear as P is 2tM-positive and L[−1] is stritly
2tM-negative.Part B: Let P ∈ DMeff(k) satisfying onditions (1a′), (1b′) and (1′). We will showthat P is 2tM-positive.The H-sheaf H−2(P ) being 1-onneted, is also 0-onneted. It follows that P ∈
1T

M

≥−1(k), i.e., 1HM
i (P ) = 0 for i < −1. It remains to show that the (1,H)-sheaf

1HM
−1(P ) is 1-onneted.



18 JOSEPH AYOUBConsider LAlb(P ). We have H−2(LAlb(P )) ≃ Alb(H−2(P )) = 0 by ondition(1b′). It follows that LAlb(P )[1] is t-positive. On the other hand, we laim that
H−1(LAlb(P )) is a 0-onneted H-sheaf. Indeed, given any 0-motive L, we have

homHI(k)(π0(H−1(LAlb(P ))), L) ≃ homHI(k)(H−1(LAlb(P )), L)

≃ homDMeff (k)(LAlb(P ), L[−1]) ≃ homDMeff (k)(P, L[−1]) = 0.By Yoneda's Lemma, this shows that π0(H−1(LAlb(P ))) = 0. Thus, we have proventhat LAlb(P ) ∈ 1T
M

≥0(k). But, we have
AlbM(1HM

−1(P )) ≃ 1HM
−1(LAlb(P )) = 0.This proves that P satis�es ondition (1b) of Remark 4.6.Part C: Let N ∈ DMeff(k) be a 2tM-negative objet. We will show that N satis�esonditions (2a′), (2b′) and (2′).We have a hain of inlusions 2T

M

≤0(k) ⊂ 1T
M

≤0(k) ⊂ 0T
M

≤0(k). It follows that
Hi(N) = 0 for i > 0. This is ondition (2a′) of the statement.We have H0(N) ≃ H0(

1HM
0 (N)), and the latter is 0-presented beause 1HM

0 (N) isa mixed 1-motive by Remark 4.6, (2b). This is ondition (2b′) of the statement.We learly have H−1(N) ≃ H−1(
1τM

≥−1(N)). Using the distinguished triangle
1HM

0 (N) // 1τM
≥−1(N) // 1HM

−1(N)[−1] // 1HM
0 (N)[1],we dedue an exat sequene of H-sheaves

0 // H−1(
1HM

0 (N)) // H−1(N) // H0(
1HM

−1(N)). (11)This shows that the H-sheaf H−1(N) is 1-presented. This is ondition (2′) of thestatement.Part D: Let N ∈ DMeff(k) satisfying onditions (2a′), (2b′) and (2′). Then N is
2tM-negative. Indeed, N ∈ 1T

M

≤0(k). On the other hand, from (11), we dedue that
1HM

0 (N) is a mixed 1-motive. This �nishes the proof of the proposition. �The next lemma shows that we may replae ondition (1′) of Proposition 4.8 bya more onrete ondition.Lemma 4.9 � Let P ∈ DMeff(k) be an objet satisfying (1a′) and (1b′) ofProposition 4.8. Then the following onditions are equivalent:(′) For every 0-motive L, homDMeff (k)(P, L[−1]) = 0,(′′) For every 0-motive L, ext1
HI(k)(H−2(P ), L) = 0 and L[−1] is not a diretsummand of P unless L = 0.Proof. First, assume that P satis�es ondition (′). Then learly, L[−1] annot bea diret summand of P unless L = 0.On the other hand, from the distinguished triangle

τ≥−1(P )[1] // P [1] // H−2(P )[−1] // τ≥−1(P )[2], (12)we dedue an exat sequene
homDMeff (k)(τ≥−1(P )[2], L) // homDMeff (k)(H−2(P )[−1], L) // homDMeff (k)(P [1], L).Both extremal terms are zero; the left one is zero for degree reasons and theright one is zero by assumption. We are done as the middle term is isomorphi
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ext1

HI(k)(H−2(P ), L). Indeed, both groups lassify H-sheaves whih are extensions of
H−2(P ) by L.Conversely, assume that P satis�es ondition (′′). We argue by ontradition.Thus, let α : P [1] → L be a non-zero morphism. As L is a diret sum of indeom-posable 0-motives, we may assume that L is itself indeomposable.By the long exat sequene assoiated to the distinguished triangle (12), the ob-vious homomorphism

homDMeff (k)(P [1], L) // homDMeff (k)(τ≥−1(P )[1], L)is injetive. (Here again, we use that homDMeff (k)(τ≥−1(P )[2], L) is zero for degreereasons.) In other words, the omposition
α′ : τ≥−1(P )[1] // P [1]

α
// Lis also non-zero. Moreover, α′ uniquely fators through π0(H−1(P )) yielding a om-mutative diagram

τ≥−1(P )[1] //

��

α′

((

P [1]

α

��

H−1(P ) // π0(H−1(P ))
α′′

// L.As α′′ is non-zero and L is indeomposable, we dedue that α′′ is surjetive. Itfollows that H−1(P ) → L is also surjetive. Hene, given a distinguished triangle
Q // τ≥−1(P )[1]

α′
// L // Q[1],the objet Q is t-positive and thus the morphism L → Q[1] is zero. This shows that

α′ has a setion β ′ : L → τ≥−1(P )[1]. Clearly, the omposition
β : L

β′

//// τ≥−1(P )[1] // P [1]is a setion to α. We have proven that L is a non-trivial diret summand of P [1]whih is a 0-motive. This ontradits (′′). �Corollary 4.10 � An objet M ∈ DMeff(k) is a (2,H)-sheaf if and only ifit satis�es:(a′) Hi(M) = 0 for i 6∈ {0,−1,−2};(b′) H0(M) is a 0-presented H-sheaf;(′) H−1(M) is a 1-presented H-sheaf;(d′) H−2(M) is a 1-onneted H-sheaf;(e′) M [1] does not have any non-trivial diret summand whih is a 0-motive;(f′) If L is a 0-presented H-sheaf, then ext1
HI(k)(H2(M), L) = 0, i.e., every ex-tension of H−2(M) by L splits.4.3. n-Presented (2,H)-sheaves and mixed 2-motives.Proposition 4.11 � Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. Then Hypothesis 2.8 is satis�edfor the 1-motivi t-struture with A = M1(k) and B = 1H

M

≤n(k).



20 JOSEPH AYOUBProof. By Corollary 3.15, we have a right adjoint 1Qn : 1H
M

(k) → 1H
M

≤n(k) to theobvious inlusion. Next, onsider a short exat sequene of (1,H)-sheaves
0 // M ′ // M // M ′′ // 0,where M ′′ is a mixed 1-motive. We need to show that 1Qn(M ′) → 1Qn(M) isinjetive. This is easily seen to be equivalent to the ondition that

U = ker{1Qn(M) → M ′′}is n-presented. Consider the exat sequene of H-sheaves
0 // coker{H0(M) → H0(M

′′)} // H−1(U) // H−1(
1Qn(M)) // H−1(M

′′) // 0.By Lemma 4.12 below, ker{H−1(
1Qn(M)) → H−1(M

′′)} is n-presented. It followsfrom [2, Lem. 1.1.22℄ that H−1(U) is also n-presented. This imples that U is an
n-presented (1,H)-sheaf. �Lemma 4.12 � Consider a short exat sequene of H-sheaves:

0 // F ′ // F // F ′′ // 0.Assume that F is n-presented (with n ≥ 1) and F ′′ is 1-presented. Then F ′ is
n-presented.Proof. Clearly, we an write F as a �ltered olimit as follows:

F = colim
i∈I

Fi, where Fi = coker{αi : h0(Yi) → h0(Xi)}.Above, I is a �ltered ordered set, Yi and Xi are smooth k-shemes of dimensionat most n, and αi is a morphism of sheaves. Let F ′′
i = im{Fi → F ′′} and F ′

i =
ker{Fi → F ′′}. Then F ′ = colimi∈I F ′

i (use that �ltered olimits are exat) and wehave short exat sequenes
0 // F ′

i
// Fi

// F ′′
i

// 0. (13)Clearly, it su�es to show that eah F ′
i is n-presented. As F ′′

i is a subsheaf of F ′′,it is 1-presented. Hene, the exat sequene (13) satis�es to the onditions of thestatement. In other words, we may assume that
F = coker{α : h0(Y ) → h0(X)}with X and Y of dimension at most n.Given a smooth k-variety V , we denote by h≥2

0 (V ) = ker{h0(V ) → Alb(V )}. Wealso set
F≥2 = coker{h≥2

0 (Y ) → h≥2
0 (X)}.As F ′′ is 1-presented and F≥2 is 1-onneted, the omposition F≥2 → F → F ′′ iszero. It follows that F≥2 → F fators through F ′, yielding a morphism

β : F≥2 // F ′.The kernel and okernel of β are 1-presented H-sheaves. Indeed, ker(β) is a sub-quotient of Alb(Y ) and coker(β) is a subquotient of Alb(X). Using [2, Lem. 1.1.22℄,we are redued to show that F≥2 is n-presented. By a seond appliation of [2,Lem. 1.1.22℄, we are further redued to hek that h≥2
0 (V ) is n-presented for V a

k-smooth sheme of dimension at most n.



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 21One an �nd a smooth urve C ⊂ V suh that the omposition
h0(C) → h0(V ) → Alb(V )is surjetive. Let E = coker{h0(C) → h0(V )}. This is an n-presented H-sheaf. Themorphism γ : h≥2

0 (V ) // E is learly surjetive and its kernel is a subquotient of
h0(C), and hene is 1-presented. We use again [2, Lem. 1.1.22℄ to onlude. �Definition 4.13 � Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. We denote by 2H

M

≤n(k) ⊂ 2H
M

(k)the M1(k)-perverted subategory assoiated to 1H
M

≤n(k) ⊂ 1H
M

(k). A (2,H)-sheafwhih is in 2H
M

≤n(k) is alled n-presented.Clearly, a 1-presented (2,H)-sheaf is simply a mixed 1-motive, i.e., 2H
M

≤1(k) =

M1(k). By onvention, a 0-presented (2,H)-sheaf is a 0-motive and we set 2H
M

≤0(k) =
M0(k).Lemma 4.14 � Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. A (2,H)-sheaf M is n-presented if andonly if the H-sheaf H−2(M) is n-presented.Proof. Indeed, M is n-presented if and only if the (1,H)-sheaf 1HM

−1(M) is n-presentedwhih is equivalent to H−1(
1HM

−1(M)) ≃ H−2(M) being an n-presented H-sheaf. �Proposition 4.15 � 2H
M

≤n(k) is an abelian ategory and there is a funtor
2Qn : 2H

M
(k) → 2H

M

≤n(k),whih is a right adjoint to the obvious inlusion.We now ome to our de�nition of mixed 2-motives.Definition 4.16 � An objet M ∈ DMeff(k) is a mixed 2-motive if it satis�esthe following onditions:(a) Hi(M) = 0 for i 6∈ {0,−1,−2};(b) H0(M) is a 0-presented H-sheaf;() H−1(M) is a 1-presented H-sheaf;(d) H−2(M) is a 1-onneted and 2-presented H-sheaf;(e) M [1] does not have any non-trivial summand whih is a 0-motive;(f) If L is a 0-presented H-sheaf, then ext1
HI(k)(H2(M), L) = 0, i.e., every ex-tension of H−2(M) by L splits.We denote by M2(k) the full subategory of mixed 2-motives.Obviously, mixed 2-motives are exatly the 2-presented (2,H)-sheaves, i.e., M2(k) =

2H
M

≤2(k). In partiular, M2(k) is an abelian ategory.4.4. Mixed 2-motives assoiated to surfaes.Ideally, we should have the following.Conjeture 4.17 � Let S be a k-surfae (possibly singular). Then 2HM
i (M(S))is a mixed 2-motive for all i ∈ Z.In fat, 2HM

i (M(S)) is expeted to vanish for i 6∈ [[0, 4]] and more preisely, when-ever the ℓ-adi homology group Hét
i (S ⊗k ks, Qℓ) vanishes (here, ks is a separablelosure of the base �eld k and ℓ is a prime whih is invertible in k). Unfortunately,Conjeture 4.17 seems out of reah of the atual tehniques. However, it is possible



22 JOSEPH AYOUBto attah to S a sequene ‘HM
i (S) of mixed 2-motives whih hopefully oinide withthose in Conjeture 4.17.For simpliity, we assume that S is smooth and, exept for the next result, weonsider the ases where S is a�ne or S is projetive.Lemma 4.18 � Let S be a smooth surfae. Then 2HM

n (M(S)) is a mixed n-motive for n ∈ {0, 1, 2}.Proof. Consider the distinguished triangle
M≥1(S) // M(S) // M(π0(S)) // M≥1(S)[1].Clearly, M(π0(S)) is 2tM-negative, whereas M≥1(S) is stritly 2tM-positive. Thisshows that 2HM

0 (M(S)) ≃ M(π0(S)) is a 0-motive.Similarly, onsider the distinguished triangle
M̃≥2(S)[−1] // M≥1(S)[−1] // (Alb0(S) ⊗ Q)[−1] // M̃≥2(S),with Alb0(S) the onneted omponent of the Albanese sheme of S. Clearly,

(Alb0(S) ⊗ Q)[−1] is 2tM-negative, whereas M̃≥2(S)[−1] is stritly 2tM-positive.This shows that 2HM
1 (M(S)) ≃ (Alb0(S) ⊗ Q)[−1] is a mixed 1-motive.Finally, to prove that 2HM

2 (M(S)) is a mixed 2-motives, it su�es to show that
H−2(

2HM
2 (M(S))) is 2-presented. But, the latter is given by ker{h0(S) → Alb(S)}.We onlude using Lemma 4.12. �Now, assume that S is a�ne. Then 2HM

i (M(S)) are expeted to be zero for
i 6∈ {0, 1, 2}. Thus, we an make the following de�nition.Definition 4.19 � For i ∈ [[0, 2]], we set ‘HM

i (S) = 2HM
i (M(S)). These arethe (possibly non-zero) mixed 2-motives assoiated to S.Next, assume that S is projetive. It is lassial that the Chow motive of S admitsa Künneth deomposition (see for example [6℄). As the ategory of Chow motives isembedded into DMeff(k), we dedue a deomposition

M(S) =

4⊕

i=0

Mi(S)[i]suh that Mi(S) orresponds under the ℓ-adi realization to Hét
i (S ⊗k ks, Qℓ). Weknow that M0(S) = M(π0(S)) and that

M4(S) = Hom(M0(S), Q(2)) ≃ M0(S)∨(2),where M0(S)∨ = Hom(M0(S), Q(0)) is the dual 0-motive to M0(S). Also, M1(S) is apure 1-motive given by the omplex (Alb0(S)⊗Q)[−1] with Alb0(S) the onnetedomponent of the Albanese sheme of S. Moreover,
M3(S) = Hom(M1(S), Q(2)) ≃ M1(S)∨(1),with M1(S)∨ = Hom(M1(S), Q(1)), the Cartier dual of the 1-motive M1(S).Lemma 4.20 � M0(S) is a 0-motive and M1(S) is a 1-motive. Moreover, for

i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, 2HM
0 (Mi(S)) is a mixed 2-motive.



THE n-MOTIVIC t-STRUCTURES FOR n = 0, 1 AND 2 23Proof. The �rst statement is obvious. To prove the seond statement, it su�es toshow that for i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, the H-sheaf
H−2(

2HM
0 (Mi(S))) ≃ H−2(Mi(S))is 2-presented. By an easy inspetion, we see that:

H−2(M2(S)) = ker{h0(S) → Alb(S)}, H−2(M3(S)) = KM
1 ⊗ Alb0(S)∨and H−2(M4(S)) = KM

2 ⊗ Qtr(π0(S))∨.Above, KM
n is the n-th Milnor K-theory sheaf and the tensor produt is taken in

HI(k). This proves the lemma. �Definition 4.21 � Under the above hypothesis, we set ‘HM
i (S) = 2HM

0 (Mi(S))for i ∈ [[0, 4]]. These are the (possibly non-zero) mixed 2-motives attahed to S.Referenes[1℄ J. Ayoub: Les six opérations de Grothendiek et le formalisme des yles évanesents dans lemonde motivique, I. Astérisque Vol. 314 (2007), x+464 pages.[2℄ J. Ayoub and L. Barbieri-Viale: 1-Motivi sheaves and the Albanese funtor. Journal ofPure and Applied Algebra 213 (2009) pp. 809�839.[3℄ A. Beilinson, J. Bernstein and P. Deligne: Faiseaux pervers. Astérisque Vol. 100 (1982),172 pages.[4℄ P. Deligne: Théorie de Hodge III. Publ. Math. IHÉS 44 (1974), pp. 5�78.[5℄ P. S. Hirshhorn: Model ategories and their loalizations. Mathematial Surveys and Mono-graphs Vol. 99 (2003) 457 pages.[6℄ B. Kahn, J. Murre and C. Pedrini: On the transendental part of the motive of a surfae.Algebrai yles and motives, LMS Series 344 (2), Cambridge University Press, 2007, pp. 143�202.[7℄ C. Mazza, V. Voevodsky and C. Weibel: Leture Notes on Motivi Cohomology, ClayMathematis Monographs, Vol. 2, 2006 (Letures given by V. Voevodsky at IAS in 1999-2000)[8℄ . F. Morel: The stable A1-onnetivity theorems. Journal of K-theory 35 (2005) 1�68.[9℄ F. Orgogozo: Isomotifs de dimension inférieure ou égale à un. Manusripta Mathematia115, 3 (2004) pp. 339�360.Institut für Mathematik, Universität Zürih, Winterthurerstr. 190, CH-8057 Zürih,Switzerland& CNRS, LAGA Université Paris 13, 99 avenue J.B. Clément, 93430 Villetaneuse,FraneE-mail address : joseph.ayoub�math.uzh.h


